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A t-design D is an incidence structure consisting of v points and b blocks 
such that each block is incident with k points, each point is incident with r 
blocks, and any t points are incident with J. blocks. To avoid degeneration 
we assume b#O and t<k<v--I. 
By a flag of D we mean an incident point block pair. A group of 
automorphisms of D which acts transitively on the set of flags of D is 
called a flag transitive automorphism group of D. 
It is easy to see that a flag transitive automorphism group of a t-design 
D acts doubly transitively on the points of D if 3 Q t. The purpose’ of this 
paper is the proof of the following result. 
THEOREM. Let G be a jlag transitive automorphism group of a 2-design 
with (r, A) = 1 and let T be a minimal normal subgroup of G. If T is mot 
abelian, then T is simple and C,(T) = 1. 
For 2 = 1 this theorem is already known; see the main theorem of [I ]. 
Note also that for I = 1 and k = 2 it is a theorem of Burnside on doubly 
transitive permutation groups [2, Chap. IX, Theorem IX]. We use none of 
these results. Apart from standard facts on finite permutation groups and 
designs our proof is selfcontained. It uses an essential idea of Camina and 
Gagen [3]. 
There exist large families of 2-designs which satisfy (r, A) = 1. Two of 
them have received considerable attention, the designs consisting of the 
points and the hyperplanes of an affine or a projective geometry and the 
Hadamard designs which are defined by the equations k = 21-c 1 = r. 
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PROPOSITION 1. The parameters v, b, k, r, ;1 of a 2-design satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(i) ur=bk, 
(ii) A(v- l)=r(k- l), 
(iii) k < r. 
ProoJ See [4, (2.1.5), 1.3.81. 1 
PROPOSITION 2. Let D be a 2-design and let N be an automorphism 
group of D acting transitively on the point set X of D. 
If the one-point stabilizer N, fixes all blocks through x, then N acts as a 
Frobenius group or regularly on X. 
ProoJ: Let x, y, z E X such that z is not incident with all of the 1 blocks 
of D through x and y and assume Nx, # 1. 
Then there exist g E NxY and a E X with az # a. Since g fixes each block 
incident with x or y, each of the ,l blocks of D through ag and a is incident 
with x and y. 
Since a was chosen arbitrarily, we conclude that each point of D moved 
by g is incident with each of the 1 blocks of D through x and y. In par- 
ticular, g E N,. 
Now by assumption g fixes each block through z. Hence z is incident 
with all of the 1 blocks of D through ag, a, x, and y, contrary to the choice 
of z. 1 
We will now prove the theorem. Let D be a 2-design with (r, A) = 1 and 
let G be a flag transitive automorphism group of D satisfying the con- 
ditions of the theorem. 
By X we denote the point set of D and by N we denote the socle of G. 
LEMMA 3. There exist nonabelian simple groups T1, . . . . T,,, such that 
N= T, x ... x T,,,. 
ProoJ: By [4, 2.3.7(a)], G acts primitively on X. 
Assume that G has a minimal normal subgroup A which is abelian. 
Then, by [S, Theorem 8.81, A and T act transitively on X. Since A and T 
centralize each other, they act regularly on X. Thus A and T have the same 
order, which is impossible. 1 
LEMMA 4. For all x E X we have N, = 1 or n(N,) @ 7c(N : N,). 
ProoJ: Assume that N, # 1. By Lemma 3, N cannot be a Frobenius 
group. Thus,, by Proposition 2, there exists a block h of D through x such 
that Nx,h # N,. 
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Let p be a prime dividing IN, : NJ. Since G is a flag transitive 
automorphism group of D, we conclude that p divides Y. On the other 
hand, (r, 1) = 1 and so r divides u - 1 by Proposition l(ii). Thus p does not 
divide v= IN: N,j. 1 
LEMMA 5. For all x E X we have 
N,=(T1),X 1.. x(T,),. 
ProoJ: If N, = 1, the claim is obvious. If N, # 1, then, by Lemma 4, 
there exists p E x(N,) such that N, contains a Sylow p-subgroup of N. In 
particular, (T;), # 1 for some in { 1, . . . . m}. On the other hand, G, 
normalizes ( T, ), x . . . x (T,,,),. Hence we get 
and consequently 
Nx=N,((T,),x a-- x(T,J,) 
=Nd(Tdx) x ... xN,Wm).x)~ 
In particular, for each iE { 1, . . . . m), N,((T,),) fixes x which means 
NT,( ( Tj),) = ( Ti),. Thus we have 
Nx= (TI),x .-. x (Tdr I 
Let x E X and define 
and 
for all i fz { 1, . . . . m}. 
LEMMA 6. For all distinct i, j E { 1, . . . . m f we have Xi n Xj = (~1. 
ProoJ: Let y E Xi n X,. Then there exist s E T, and t E Tj such that xs = 
y = x’. Hence we have st - 1 E N,. Now, by Lemma 5, there exist th E ( Th)x 
such that St-l= t,...t,. Thus the uniqueness of the representation of the 
elements of N yields s = ti E (T,), and then y = xs = x. I 
Assume without loss of generality that 
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for all i E ( 1, . . . . m>. Choose an orbit Y of G, in X- {x}, minimal such that 
(X1 n YJ # 0. Define 
d:=(X,nYI 
and 
m, := IG, : NGx( T,)J. 
Finally, denote by c the number of elements of Y which are incident with a 
given block through x. (By the flag transitivity of G this number does not 
depend on the choice of the block through x.) 
LEMMA 7. (i) 5 <II,. 
(ii) rc = dm,A. 
(iii) n(vy - 1) < d2m:. 
(iv) m,<2. 
ProoJ: (i) The nonabelian simple group T, acts on the set X, of 
size ur. 
(ii) Count in two ways the flags (v, h) of D such that YE Y and h is 
incident with x. Then (ii) follows from Lemma 6. 
(iii) By Proposition l(ii) and (iii), we have n(v- 1) <r*. Then (ii) 
and (r, 2) = 1 imply 
A(v-l)<&mf. 
Now the minimal choice of tar yields (iii). 
(iv) Since d< v1 - 1, (iii) implies 
vy - 1 < vtm*. 
Therefore 
Now (i) yields 
5m-2<m2 
which implies m < 3. 
Assume that m = 3. Then (iii) yields 
A(u: - 1) < (ur - 1)2 mf, 
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whence dividing by ot - 1 we have 
In particular ;Iv, < rnf < 9. Now (i) implies 1= 1 and m, = 3. Thus the last 
inequality reduces to 
v: + v1+ 1 < 9(U, - 1). 
But then oi E {5,6}. In both of these cases we get a contradiction by (ii) 
and Proposition l(ii). 1 
LEMMA 8. If m = 2, then 
(i) d=ui--l,m,=2, 
(ii) v=v:, 
(iii) r = 2(0,-l), 
(iv) c=aE (1, 3). 
ProoJ: (i) Since d< o1 - 1 and m, < 2, Lemma 7(iii) implies m, = 2. 
Assume d # vi - 1. Then the minimal choice of d yields d < 4(v1 - 1 )I. 
Hence Lemma 7(iii) leads to the contradiction 
qv: - l)<(ul-l)z. 
(ii) The claim follows from m, = 2. 
(iii) By (i) and Lemma 7(ii), r divides 2(v, - 1). If r # 2(v, - l), then 
Proposition 1 (ii), (iii) yields the contradiction 
rdv,--l<A(v,+l)gk-l<r. 
(iv) By Lemma 7(iii) we have Iz<3. Thus (iii) and (r, A)= 1 yield 
1 E (1, 3). Clearly, by (i), (iii), and Lemma 7(ii), we get c = 2. 1 
LEMMA 9. Assume that m = 2 and de$ne M := NG( T,) n NJ T2). Then, 
for each block h of D through x, we have 
I+I E (W, k) and lhMxl = r/Z. 
Proof. By Lemma 8(iv), c is an odd integer. Thus, G,,, cannot 
interchange T, and T2. In particular 
Mx,h = Gx,h- 
481/118/2-S 
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By Lemma S(i), we have m, = 2 and consequently (G : MI = 2. Now the 
flag transitivity of G yields 
bk= IG: Gx,hl 
= (G : Ml IA4 : M,I IMh : Mx,hl 
and 
vr = IG : Gx,h( 
= IG : Ml 144 : M,I I&f, : Mx,h( 
=2v Jh”xl. 1 
LEMMA 10. Assume that m = 2. Then there exists a block j of D through 
x such that 
Proo$ By Lemma 8(i), we have d= v1 - 1. Hence M,T, acts doubly 
transitively on Xi. Now, by [S, Theorem 11.3(a)], the nonabelian normal 
subgroup Tl of M, T, does not act regularly on Xi. In particular, by [S, 
Theorem 10.41, Tl acts primitively on X, which means that (T,), is a 
maximal subgroup of T,. 
Let y E X, - {x} and denote by J the set of blocks of D through x and y. 
By (T1), we denote the subgroup of T1 which fixes J as a set. 
Since y E X,, y is fixed by ( Tl)X. Thus we have 
CT,), E (TI).,. 
Assume that (T,), fixes none of the I elements of J. Then Lemma 8(iv) 
yields 1= 3. Now, by Lemma 9, we have 
I = 3 = Ih’TL’rl 1 IhMXl = r/2 
for all h E J, contrary to (r, ,I) = 1. 
Hence we have 
for some element j of J. 
Assume that ( T,)i = T,. Then, since T, acts transitively on Xi, each of 
the elements of X, is incident with j. Hence, by Lemma 7(i), we have 
4 d vi - 1 < c, contrary to Lemma 8(iv). 
Now the maximality of (T,), in T, forces (T,),= (T,),. 1 
LEMMA 11. Assume that m = 2. Then X, is the fixed point set of (T,),. 
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Proof. Obviously each element of 1, is fixed by (T,),. 
Conversely, let y be a fixed point of (T,), and choose t I E T, and rZ E T2 
such that y = x’lt2. Then t,t, E NN( (T,),). Therefore we have t, E 
NTI((Tl)x)=(Tl)x. Thus Y=x~*EX~. 1 
LEMMA 12. We have m = 1. 
ProoJ By Lemma 7(iv), we have m ~2. Assume that m = 2. Then, by 
Lemma 10, there exists a block j of D through x such that (T,), = ( T,)j. In 
particular Mj normalizes (T,),. 
Let w  denote the number of the fixed points of (T,), which are incident 
with j. Then Lemma 9 implies 
k/2 d w. 
On the other hand, by Lemma 11 and Lemma 8(i), (ii), (iv), we have 
w<l+1. 
Jf i= 3, then k< 8. Hence, by Lemma 8(iii) and Proposition l(ii), we 
have vr < 3, contrary to Lemma 7(i). 
If I = 1, then k 6 4. Hence, by Lemma 7(i) and’ Proposition l(ii), we get 
v1=5, k=4. 
In particular, T1 z A,, and therefore the orbits of (T,), in X have length 
either 1 or 4. Thus, by Lemma 10, (T,), fixes all points of D which are 
incident with j, contrary to Lemma 8(iv). [ 
Lemma 12 finishes the proof of the theorem. 
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